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ABSTRACT

One of the most interesting attributes of Lightning Location Systems (LLSs) data is that they can be an-

alyzed in several ways according to the objectives of the study. However, the quality of the data is governed by

the system performance and has some limitations when analyzed at different temporal/spatial scales, and

these limitations will depend on the analysis method. This work focuses on approaches to minimize the

variations associated with LLS performance. In this way, specific network configurations for the Brazilian

Lightning Detection Network (BLDN) were obtained through the reprocessing of selected sensor data,

resulting in three distinct datasets. Each dataset was then evaluated using different procedures: trimmed flash

(exclusion of low current discharges), thunderstorm days (TDs), and thunderstorm hours (THs). The com-

parison between TDs obtained from the LLS and TDs available from surface stations shows consistent results

with a good correlation of those datasets. An 11-yr analysis of BLDN data also shows that improvement (over

time) of the system sensitivity has led to the detection of an increasing number of low peak current events. By

eliminating low peak current discharges (less than 19 kA), the sensitivity variation was significantly reduced,

partially ‘‘normalizing’’ long-term performance. TDs and THs were the most effective method to normalize

temporal variations of the lightning activity, overcoming most of the network performance variations. From

the spatial perspective, TDs and THs also seem to produce the most reliable lightning distribution. These

results might guide long-term temporal and spatial analysis of lightning data, providing a more stable ap-

proach that is independent of system performance.

1. Introduction

The analysis of lightning data from Lightning Loca-

tion Systems (LLSs) can be carried out in both spatial

and temporal domains. In both cases, the performance

of the location system is critical and must be evaluated.

The network performance is usually quantified by sys-

tem location accuracy and detection efficiency (DE),

and it depends basically on the number and type of

sensors working, as well as on the network geometry at

any given time (Cummins and Bardo 2004; Cummins

et al. 1998; Naccarato and Pinto 2009). Those charac-

teristics are interdependent and their variations may

result in unrealistic spatial and temporal characteristics,

leading to results that could be more related to the

system performance than to physical effects.

The Brazilian Lightning Detection Network (BLDN)

has gone through a series of upgrades since its creation

(Naccarato et al. 2008; Pinto et al. 2006) and, at the time

of this analysis, the network is composed of commercial

sensors (from Vaisala) with different technology and

sensitivity (lightning sensor models LPATS, IMPACT,

LS7000, and LS8000, as shown in Table 1). All of these

upgrades, associated with some gaps in the detection

for different sensors, lead to variations in the network
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performance along the years. Special care must be

taken to address these effects.

These variations are usually evaluated through the

system detection efficiency (absolute and relative). The

absolute detection efficiency of the BLDN was de-

termined by Ballarotti et al. (2006) to be around 85% for

flashes at that time. Detection efficiency models (DEMs)

have been used to overcome the detection efficiency

issues worldwide (Rubinstein 1995; Schulz and Diendorfer

1996; Schulz and Cummins 2008). In Brazil, for example,

a series of relative DEMs have been developed (Naccarato

and Pinto 2009; Naccarato et al. 2006, 2007). Such models

are typically used to correct flash/stroke density maps

(spatial analysis) and can also be applied to temporal

analyses. However, a temporal analysis that accurately

reflects time-varying performance of the LLS can be an

arduous task. A daily efficiency analysis, for example,

might not be practical to obtain.

In this work we show three approaches to overcome

system performance variations when dealing with

temporal and spatial analysis, without requiring the

explicit calculation of detection efficiency. The ana-

lysis includes procedures to make the LLS data similar

to the station (human) observations of thunderstorm

activity—thunderstorm days (TDs) and thunderstorm

hours (THs)—as well as trimming the LLS data to

remove small peak current events. We refer to TDs from

LLS (LSTD) and from surface stations (SSTD). The in-

teresting aspect of using this kind of information based on

LLS data is that TDs and THs are more likely to be ac-

curately measured than isolated events, such as flashes or

strokes. This comes from increasing the probability to get

at least one discharge with sufficiently large peak current.

Validation/comparison between surface station ob-

servations and data from LLS has been carried out by

others, showing, in general, good agreement between

the datasets (Pinto et al. 2011; Reap 1993; Reap and

Orville 1990), and indicating that data from location

systems might be a good way to analyze THs and TDs.

An additional benefit of using LSTDs is its direct cli-

matological relationship with long-term historical TD

datasets.

The use of LSTDs has some advantages when com-

pared to the SSTD. The LSTD measurements are based

on information from a measured subset of real dis-

charges and do not need spatial interpolation (like for

isokeraunic maps) in regions were the surface station

observations are not available. Another aspect is that

SSTD depends on a number of factors related to audi-

bility and station relocation (Changnon 2001).

2. Methodology

The BLDN network started in southeastern Brazil in

1999 and evolved to the other regions over the years. For

this reason, the southeastern region was selected for this

analysis, providing an 11-yr dataset (from January 1999

to December 2009). Figure 1 shows the rectangular re-

gions used to calculate the lightning parameters for both

spatial (upper right) and temporal (lower left) analysis.

A reduced area was used for the temporal analysis to

avoid the effect of different thunderstorms occurring

in different locations at the same time. For the spatial

analysis only five years (January 2003–December 2007)

were used due to the limitation of the dataset for the

scenarios analysis, which is a reduced dataset that was

used previously by Bourscheidt et al. (2010).

a. Network scenarios

To evaluate the impact of network performance, dif-

ferent scenarios (i.e., different network configurations)

were created using the reprocessing tools available in

the central processor (APA2000) of the BLDN (Vaisala

2003). The scenarios were chosen by considering several

factors. Initially, sensor combinations with a reasonable

number of working days were selected. The working

days were defined as those where the uptime of each

sensor exceeded 90%. The scenarios were also selected

based on reasonable network geometry. Though not

important for this work, a more detailed description of

the methodology can be found in Bourscheidt et al.

(2010).

Using data from the scenarios and from the entire

network, three configurations were defined for this work

as follows: one ‘‘reference scenario’’ used all of the

sensors of the network, and the two other configurations

included configuration 1, a reduced 10-sensor network

with 7 LPATS and 3 IMPACT (cgf1), and configuration

2, a network using just nine sensors, removing one im-

portant IMPACT sensor (cfg2). The reference scenario

is used throughout this work as ‘‘the truth,’’ providing an

objective reference for relative performance using cfg1

and cfg2.

These scenarios simulate the conditions that many

of the very low frequency (VLF)/low frequency (LF)

TABLE 1. BLDN network variations over the years (by amount

and type of sensors).

Year Impact LPATS LS7000 LS8000 Total

1999 5 17 22

2003 8 17 25

2005 18 27 45

2007 16 27 2 45

2008 16 27 2 2 47

2009 11 17 2 2 32
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networks around the world have experienced, as a result

of detection gaps, network expansion, and sensor up-

grades during their existence (Brazil, the United States,

etc.). In many networks, this also includes improving the

sensor sensitivity, allowing the detection of discharges

with lower peak currents (e.g., Cummins et al. 1998;

Pinto et al. 2006).

b. LLSs data analysis methods

The system performance parameter used on this study

is the DE, which, given as the percentage of the total

number of events that are detected by the network,

depends basically on the peak current of the event (re-

garding to the signal threshold), on the distance from

each sensor, and therefore on the number of reporting

sensors. Thus, variations of the network configuration/

geometry result in differences in the system DE, which

leads to more or less discharges being detected (Cummins

and Bardo 2004).

For this reason, the system performance was evaluated

through different scenarios/configurations (described

above) using special filters that try to compensate for

these instrumentation-related variations in flash counts:

‘‘trimmed flashes’’ (minimum current threshold), THs,

and TDs. THs were obtained by grouping flash data (at

least one flash) into hour intervals (60-min steps) and

TDs by grouping the lightning data into daily intervals

(24-h steps). The spatial scale for grouping depended

on the type of analysis, discussed below. These ap-

proaches are targeted to mitigate poor detection effi-

ciency, because, as one evolves from flash count to TDs,

it is increasingly likely to have at least one discharge

with sufficiently large peak current to have one count/

event accumulated in the final analysis. More quanti-

tatively, we can associate the probability of having a

TD [P
(TD)

] to the probability of detecting a flash as

follows:

P
(TD)

5 1 2 (1 2 Pf )n, (1)

where n is the number of flashes and Pf is the probability

of detecting a flash. In this way, the probability of having a

TD (or TH) is defined as the probability of detecting at

least one flash (or more specifically, not missing all of the

flashes). As long as n is larger than one, the TDs will be

detected with higher probability than the flashes.

The temporal analysis of the effect of system perfor-

mance variations was carried out using all three ‘‘filters’’

FIG. 1. The study area. (left) The area used to obtain the lightning data (dashed rectangles): (top right)

the spatial analysis (large rectangle) and (bottom right) the temporal analysis (small rectangle). The

political limits of São Paulo are shown (polygon). The location of Congonhas Airport (star) is indicated,

where SSTD observations are available. The circle indicates the sensor that was removed for one of the

analysis scenarios (see the text for further details).
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(trimmed flashes, TH, and TD). For the spatial analysis,

trimmed flashes were not considered.

To establish the general variation in sensitivity of the

BLDN over time, as well as to define a cutoff limit for

the trimmed flashes dataset, peak current distributions

for the reference scenario were evaluated through an

empirical cumulative distribution function (ecdf). The

90th percentile (10% of the currents were smaller) of

negative cloud-to-ground (CG)1 discharges was used

as a reference to produce a statistically stable minimum

current value, because very low current events usually

have a small number of reporting sensors, leading to less

reliable peak current estimates. Figure 2 shows how the

peak current associated with the 90th percentile varied

along the years, as well as the percentage of events with

peak currents below 15 kA. The percentage of events

that were low current (,15 kA) increased from less than

5% in 1999 to nearly 60% in 2009. The minimum current

reduced from about 18 kA in 1999 to 6 kA in 2009. The

sensitivity improved rather steadily over the years, re-

lated to sensor additions and upgrades2 (Naccarato and

Pinto 2008). This analysis provides a means to normalize

network improvements, as well as a way to eliminate any

misclassified cloud pulses (Biagi et al. 2007; Cummins

and Murphy 2009; Naccarato et al. 2008). Based on these

results, a minimum threshold of 19 kA (both positive

and negative flashes) was used to equalize the sensitivity

for the trimmed flashes temporal analysis. For the spatial

analysis, as well as the total flash count and both TDs

and THs in the temporal analysis, a filter for small pos-

itive CG discharges (below 15 kA) was used as a way to

mitigate misclassification.

c. Data validation

Ground truth is one important way to validate the

data obtained through LLSs. Based on this fact, LSTDs

obtained from the BLDN were compared to the SSTDs

available from a surface station located near Congonhas

Airport, in the core of the urban area of São Paulo, as

shown on Fig. 1 (black star). These data, joined with

other surface stations, have been used for more than 50

years to build isokeraunic maps. Daily measurements

were grouped into monthly averages and then compared

to the values obtained through the LLS. Comparisons

were made using three different radii around the ground

station to emulate variations in hearing distance.

3. Results and discussions

a. Thunderstorm days: Surface station observations
versus LLS measurements

Figure 3 shows a scattergram comparison of the TDs

obtained through the BLDN (LSTDs) and the human

observations (SSTDs) at the Congonhas Airport for the

time period from 1999 to 2006. Data are grouped by

month. The LSTDs were accumulated over three radii

(5, 8, and 10 km). Linear regression fits for each radius

are shown as the different lines. The correlation be-

tween the two datasets is quite high for the three radii

used to compare the data, and the least-biased agree-

ment between the datasets occurs for the radius of

8 km around the station (R2 5 0.87) with a slope of

1.03.

It is also possible to see that as the radius is increased,

the number of LSTDs increases in relation to the

number of SSTDs (the slope increases). This result is as

expected: the hearing and visual ability of the measurer

depends strongly on the distance, and the LLS data

do not have this limitation. For the 5-km radius, the

amount of data from the BLDN is reduced, which af-

fects the number of TDs, decreasing the slope. A sim-

ilar analysis was carried by Pinto et al. (2011), and they

suggest that the small effective radius of the human

observer (less than 10 km) is related to the urban/airport

noise environment.

b. System performance effects

A monthly temporal analysis of flash counts and the

three ‘‘filter’’ parameters is provided in Fig. 4 (accu-

mulated over the temporal analysis domain in Fig. 1).

FIG. 2. Temporal evaluation of network sensitivity: 90th per-

centile ‘‘minimum’’ current (dashed line with circle) and percent

below 15 kA (line with rectangle).

1 Weak positive CG discharges are more susceptible to intra-

cloud (IC) contamination and might not be a good reference to the

sensitivity analysis.
2 The improvements are not related to changes in the peak field

to current conversion, which follows the equation described by

Cummins et al. (1998) and is the same for the entire studied period.
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When comparing the monthly flash counts (top panel,

filtered for weak positive CG discharges) obtained by

the reference network (all sensors) to the first configu-

ration (10-sensor reduced network; gray line), a differ-

ence of about 64% (36% of relative efficiency)3 is

observed. This difference is noticeably reduced when

trimmed flashes are considered (second panel; 67%

average relative efficiency) due to equalization of sen-

sitivity by eliminating low current events. In a similar

fashion, when evaluating THs and TDs based on the

flash dataset, the differences are further reduced to

about 20% and 10%, respectively [78% (TH) and 89%

(TD) of relative efficiency], as shown in the third and

fourth panels. This analysis shows that even with a re-

duced network (36% relative efficiency) the THs and

TDs values are quiet similar to those produced by the

reference configuration.

The results for cfg2 are shown in short dotted gray lines

in Fig. 4. This is a very extreme condition, with relative

efficiency of only 22%. The relative ‘‘performance’’ in-

creases to 46% for the trimmed dataset and 69% (85%)

for TH (TD). Clearly, extreme variations in network

performance can be mitigated using TD analysis.

From the spatial perspective, poor LLS performance

has a similar effect, as shown in Fig. 5. Two network

conditions were compared: the full network (the ref-

erence scenario) and the 10-sensor reduced network

cfg1 (scenario 1). The maps enclose the region with the

10 sensors, as described in the methodology (Fig. 1).

For these two network configurations, three parame-

ters were analyzed: flash count (FC), THs, and TDs.

The TH and TD values were accumulated using a ra-

dius of 8 km from the gridcell centroid, based on

findings in section 3a. Relative efficiency maps are also

shown. The color scale for each parameter (column, in

the figure) was selected to produce a similar visual

effect for the maps in the first row (full network). To

get a more consistent scaling between FC and THs/

TDs, equations adapted from previous studies were

used (Rakov and Uman 2003; Anderson et al. 1984):

0:11 3 FC1=1:4 for THs and 0:06 3 FC1=1:4 for TDs.

The spatial distribution of FC (left column) is poorly

reproduced by the reduced network (scenario 1). On the

other hand, as one moves to THs and TDs, the spatial

distributions become more consistent between the ref-

erence condition and scenario 1. This improvement is

quantified by the relative efficiency maps (bottom row in

Fig. 5). This result is in agreement with the temporal

analysis, which was done inside the region shown by the

dashed rectangle of Fig. 5. Is important to point out that

the relative detection efficiency of TDs and THs is

slightly poorer for the spatial analysis than for the

temporal analysis, which is likely related to the reduced

size of the region used to aggregate the flash data (8-km

radius rather than the larger rectangular region). This

FIG. 3. SSTDs vs LSTDs for different radii around the surface station. Data are grouped

by month.

3 Relative efficiency based on the ratio between the data from

the whole network (reference) to the other analyzed configurations

(cfg1/reference and cfg2/reference).
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effect is associated to the probability equation described

in section 2. Note that as the detection efficiency be-

comes excessively low (mainly at the edges of the re-

duced network domain), the methods are not able to

reproduce the features of the lightning flash density. This

is seen in the western corner and northeastern portion of

the analysis domain.

4. Conclusions

In this paper we have shown that the effects of the

LLSs performance variations on the analysis of light-

ning data can be minimized by selecting appropriate

parameters (filters). Careful selection of a minimum

peak current threshold (19 kA in this case) was able to

reduce the temporal variation by almost a factor of 2,

even when the flash DE was reduced to less than 20%

of the reference performance level. It is possible that

smaller variations in performance (maybe in the range

of 60%–80% relative DE) could be fully compensated

using only a trimmed flash count. TDs provided the

least sensitivity to LLS performance variations over

time, reducing variations by almost 90%. THs presented

comparable behavior, with an almost 80% reduction.

From the spatial perspective, a similar improvement was

observed, with spatial features being ‘‘reasonably’’

preserved using TD data for scenario 1 (36% relative

detection). By using these approaches, temporal and

spatial analysis will clearly be less affected by detection

efficiency variations.

Another important result is that the TDs obtained

from the BLDN are well related to the SSTDs, with the

FIG. 4. Temporal evaluation of the network scenarios, using flash data, trimmed flash, THs, and TDs.
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best agreement for the 8-km radius (R2 $ 0.86; slope 5

1.03). This supports earlier findings that the TDs obtained

from the LLSs are in agreement with the expected real

conditions.

In conclusion, these methodological procedures might

guide users of LLS data toward more reliable climato-

logical spatial and temporal analyses based on THs and

TDs, avoiding variations/features associated with (or

dependent on) the long-term LLS performance.
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